(No organized ride start – showing cyclists from any starting point in South Fort Myers how to get from the John Yarbrough Linear Path intersection with Daniels Pkwy to jetBlue Park. From this starting point allow about an hour to get to jetBlue Park – at 10-12 mph).

LEFT turn at Daniels Pkwy – stay on the shared use path on the north side of Daniels Pkwy.

Proceed through the light at Treeline Ave, then turn LEFT on Treeline Ave (use bike lane or sidewalk).

RIGHT turn onto Plantation Gardens Pkwy (on-road lane or sidewalk).

RIGHT turn onto Commerce Lakes Dr (on-road lane or sidewalk).

RIGHT turn onto Westlinks Dr (road or sidewalk).

RIGHT turn onto Commonwealth Dr (road or sidewalk).

RIGHT turn onto Daniels Pkwy – use shared use path.

RIGHT turn at first entrance to jetBlue Park and proceed to BikeWalkLee’s Bike Corral.